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FRANCO LABELS ON COUNTERFOILS 1957-1959
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BOB MEDLAND
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Fig, 3

The subject of ‘Franco’ labels has cropped up in the Newsletter from time to time, most recently in March 2015
(Page 27). These labels – initially printed in black, later in green - were used by the post office between 1910 and
1969. Adhesive and perforated or rouletted, they resembled postage stamps and performed the same function for
the internal mail of post offices, validating or franking mail without the need for payment. Occasionally they were
used for other official validating purposes. Figures 1, 2 & 3 (respectively, for sale on Delcampe, item 360371892,
and two that I have collected) show detached, right-hand counterfoils from internal Mandats or money orders.
Figures 4 and 5 show an unused Mandat from the same period.
I have not seen Franco labels used on any counterfoils other than these three examples. Maybe just one of the
peculiarities of Appenzell Ausserrhoden? Can anyone throw further light on these or offer more examples of the
use of Franco labels on these or any other forms?

Fig, 4

Fig, 5
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SOUTHERN REGION REPORT – FEBRUARY MEETING

April 2016

NEVILLE NELDER/RICHARD DONITHORN

Fourteen members attended this enjoyable event in the cosy environs of 'The Three Crowns' at Whaddon. In the
morning sessions our main speaker, Werner Gattiker, based his two displays around some of the fascinating
material that he had acquired from the late Peter Vonwiller's estate. A considerable proportion of the information
below is the result of the research work undertaken by Peter over his many years of collecting philatelic items of
North-East Switzerland/St. Gallen and Military Mail:
'Bodensee Shipping and Ship Mail' - Peter had discovered that it was often very difficult to find items connected
with mail services across the Bodensee (Lake Constance), but despite this he had built up a very useful collection
over the years. The lake is made up of the Obersee and north of Konstanz, divided by a peninsula, two smaller
areas: the Überlinger See and the Untersee. It is the third largest lake in Europe by area (39 miles long x 9 miles
wide) and the largest in volume of water (up to 827 feet deep). The lake level fluctuates by 3 – 5 feet in a year due
to winter snow melt in the Alps. It occasionally floods its banks or freezes over, partially or entirely.

Fig. 1 (left) - Lindau: 10c postcard written on board steamer 'KÖNIG WILHELM' on its way to Lindau, with boxed "Schiffsbrief" handstamp
and landing port Lindau cds, sent to Rorschach. Message reads: "Just travelling on steamer, "König Wilhelm" to Lindau or possibly
Bregenz, in order to walk back, across the Rhine, to Switzerland".
Fig. 2 (right) – K W Schiiffspost: Picture postcard showing SS WÜRTTEMBERG but posted on board SS KÖNIG KARL, with 3-colour Swiss
franking (Z.123.II, 118 I, 125 II – all scarce!), cancelled with K. W. SCHIFFSPOST AUF D. BODENSEE cds, course no. 181 (K. W. = Royal
Württemberg).

The lake has always been an important trade link going back to Roman times – it was far easier to transport goods
on a boat than in ox carts. In the 19th Century it was bounded by Switzerland, Austria and the German states of
Baden, Württemberg and Bavaria. A variety of boats plied the waters linking the countries and bringing mail with
the various countries' stamps affixed which, in the early days, were all cancelled at the port of landing. Collectors
may obtain covers with the stamps of the particular country of origin and a cancel (including some early, attractive
straight-lines) from a port in the same or another country. Sometimes they also have the cancel (not normally on
the stamp) of the port of departure. TPOs can also be found if the mail was brought to the lakeside station/port by
rail. A collection of cancels from the various towns and villages along the lake shore illustrating the range of
journeys made can provide a very interesting source of study. Of course, the trip across or along the lake was
often only part of the delivery trip for a particular cover.

Fig. 3 (left) - MS BADEN, home port Konstanz. Postcard posted on board as printed matter with 2x5c 1949 definitives, cancelled with
German"Bodensee Schiffspost – Konstanz cds 16th October 1955.
Fig. 4 (right) - Ferry Ship SCHUSSEN 331 Tonnes, launched 1929, home port Friedrichshafen. Cover with cachet posted on board with 50c
Swiss Pro Patria, cancelled in Friedrichshafen, Germany 25 th June 1967.
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Fig. 5 Illustrated postcard showing a Bodensee paddle steamer.
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Fig. 6 Postal stationery card with Schiffspost Friedrichshafen cancel.

With the coming of the railways, alternative fast routes for the mail were available, but the State Rail companies
also set up their own steamship passenger services visiting various ports along the lake shore and a rail-ferry
operated from 1869 between Romanshorn and Friedrichshafen and later also to Landau (in 1976 they were
replaced by car-ferries). In the 1990s the shipping services were amalgamated into two companies – one in
Germany operated by the Town Council of Konstanz and one in Austro-Swiss ownership.
In the early years of the 20 th Century some of the bigger ships had travelling post offices on board with their own
postmarks, later mail could still be posted in post boxes on board ship and the purser handed over this mail to the
post office at the next port-of-call. Usually stamps corresponding to the nationality of the ship were sold on board
and were accepted in all ports of all adjoining countries as "Ship Mail" (Schiffsbrief). By that time, it was stipulated
that stamps from another country should not be cancelled with the postmark of the landing port, instead a "Ship
Mail" or similar should be applied; but these rules were largely ignored and you can get any combination of
stamps, ship-postmarks and/or landing port postmarks.
However, in the 1950s and 1960s the various shipping companies offered to cancel mail posted on board with a
special, sometimes illustrated cachet showing that it had travelled on a particular ship of their fleet. These cachets
were normally applied on shore, although the SPB company are known to have done it on board. Although they
should officially be classed as 'philatelic', they are attractive and provide the collector with additional clues as to
the routes and means of transport used. Local fiscals on shipped parcel delivery items may also be found.
Peter's collection included many examples of early covers from all the countries/states adjoining the Bodensee,
and many private cachets depicting the boats operated by the various companies. His collection was particularly
strong in postal stationery cards and postcards depicting various short and long-distance views of the Lake, the
ships, the ports and the waters themselves – in flood, frozen over and with high waves in stormy weather.
If you are looking for more information on this subject, a two-page illustrated article by Peter Vonwiller appeared
in the October 2011 edition of the HPS Newsletter (pp75/76).
'World War I Soldier Mail and Stamps' – Werner displayed about one third of Peter's total collection of Soldier
Stamps, postcards and related material from the first World War. We saw many sets of mint stamps, an array of
bespoke cards for units and many covers with soldier stamps and military cancels.
In 1848 the armies of the individual cantons were disbanded and a single Swiss Federal Army was set up. The
Revised Constitution of 1874 clarified the Army's role and organisation. It was, and is still, based on the principal
of a 'militia army' i.e. there is no standing, professional army, but every fit, male citizen between the ages of 20
and 50 has a duty to be a competent marksman, undergo compulsory training and maoeuvres for a set period
each year and be on permanent stand-by. Thereby the Swiss reckon to be able to mobilise their whole Army, now
verging on a million, within 48 hours in a major emergency. Only a few hundred permanent personnel, mostly
instructors and some very high-ranking officers are full-time professionals. The notion is that "Switzerland has no
permanent army, Switzerland is an Army". Partly because of the task of "armed neutrality" granted to it by the
Treaty of Vienna in 1815, its Army has never been put to the test. In fact the whole Army has only been officially
called up in the Franco-Prussian War and World Wars I and II to defend its borders. Presumably the sheer size of
the Army would have served as a strong deterrent against possible invasion.
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Very little compensation was given by the State to those called up in WWI and many of their families suffered
considerable hardship. Adjutantant Frederik Bieri of the 38 th Infantry Battalion, who was brought up in London
and may have seen British military labels, designed and produced the first soldier stamp in 1914. It was not valid
for postage, but was intended as a souvenir for his comrades to decorate their post-free mail. In May 1916 the
regimental surgeon of Infantry Regiment 11, Dr. Stiner, realised that such 'stamps' and/or related postcards could
be promoted and sold to collect funds for destitute soldiers' families. It was not long before they were being
designed and sold by several of the 12 Army Divisions and by specific Regiments, Battalions, Companies and other
units. Cantonal crests were common design elements as many of the Regiments were made up of men from the
same canton or region. Occasionally the design incorporated the words "Fond de Secours" (Assistance Fund).
Although the majority of units did not issue soldier stamps in WWI, there was sufficient variety to make an
interesting collection. This is partly because there were no official regulations as to the format or subjects for
depiction on soldier stamps. Designs, styles and shapes varied greatly. The producers also soon realised that
money could be obtained, not only from soldiers, but from philatelists looking for something different.
Imperforated varieties and small sheetlets were sold at a premium and a range of colours, papers, perforation
types and overprints were sometimes used for one stamp or stamp set. Examples of all these were shown, as well
as even more unusual 'varieties' such as se-tenants, overprints of different colours, a 1917 and 1918 overprint on
the same stamp and overprints occuring only on specific stamps in a sheetlet. Particularly attractive were
progressive proofs showing the different stages in the printing of a stamp. Examples of 'stamps' produced for the
Military Police patrolling the Rhine frontier, general soldier welfare organisations, auxiliary guard troops and
soldiers assigned to the St. Gotthard and St. Maurice Fortress Units were all shown.
Among the most interesting items displayed were:
The 7th Infantry Regiment Div. 2 – stamp subject based on a steam locomotive with two slightly different designs
and several different paper types.
9th Infantry Regiment Div. 2 – stamp overprinted by the Fusiliers' Company II/22. The Fusiliers later issued their
own stamps with and without overprint "1918".
3rd Division – small sheetlets of 10 and, later, large sheets of 40 or 50 incorporating stamps for most or all of their
smaller units designed by Fred Bieri, including a "Walking Stick" variety. The triangular-shaped stamp for the
Division's mountain brigade depicted a skier.
4th Division – including men from Lucerne, Aargau and Zug, used relatively few designs but a great variety of
papers, colours, overprints, perforations and sheets with se-tenant pairs of two different designs. The stamps for
the Aargau recruits were generally larger with particularly distinctive designs.
Mountain Infantry Regiment 29 Div. 5 – one of their stamps used a stamp design originally proposed for a new
definitive series in 1908 by stamp printers Benziger & Co. of Einsiedeln.
6th Division – two of their four stamp designs incorporated the selling price, something the P.T.T. frowned upon as
they resembled postage stamps.
The specialist marksmen's training school in Wallenstadt – two stamps were later overprinted and used for the
quarantine hospital established there for interned Austrian troops.
Colourful vignettes issued in 1913, sold in aid of a Swiss air force fund.
Finally free-post covers, both from Peter's and Werner's collections, were displayed illustrating the various cancels
used – (i) rubber handstamps of the Field Post Orderlies or Quartermasters of units in the field (usually with the
unit number included), (ii) main Field Post Offices' metal handstamps similar to civilian postmarks incorporating
date and time and (iii) those of fixed position army post offices in barracks and instruction schools. They included
circular, straightline, the occasional oval and even hexagonal types.
In the afternoon the members entertained each other with five more terrific displays:
Neville Nelder showed a collection of the postal history of the town of Moutier, dating from 1819 to 2007,
demonstrating the range of different cancels that had been used over that time. Some cancel types were used in
parallel over specific periods of time, the longest in use being 28 years. There were also slogans and labels for
Moutier, as well as an example of the dual language handstamp associated with Röstigraben.
David Toft presented a selection of the most recent additions to his collection of postage due mail, which included
several items of Feldpost interest. David posed a number of questions about the rules governing postage due
charges on military mail, some of which were answered from within the audience.
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Fred Hoadley gave a display of commercial airmail covers 1925-1937, showing examples of all the airmail stamps
issued during the period. It focused on the expansion of the various routes to, from and through Switzerland and
demonstrated how quality results can be obtained through excellent detective work.
Derick Slate showed an amazing miscellany of items ranging from chocolate cards and labels to the use of Frama
machines and their labels, taking in many comic cards based on the Jungfrau, some unusual perfins and
Courvoisier and other trial prints. He ended with some vignettes of Lucerne and postcards showing the town in
flood – with the forthcoming HPS visit in mind!
Finally Eric Lienhard showed an eclectic selection from his vast collection, commencing with an array of cards
closely associated with the 1980s definitives on the 'Signs of the Zodiac'. These were followed by cards depicting
stamps and a series of cards, stamps and slogans on the theme of Christmas. We were also treated to two items
which showed the date section missing from the cancel.
A minutes silence was held in memory of a valued member of our group, John Millener. Our President, Claude
Misteley, closed proceedings, thanking, in particular, Werner and all who had displayed material. A very fitting
tribute to Peter Vonwiller who had done so much for Swiss philately in this country and had always been a very
supportive member of the Wessex/Southern Group.
MEMBERSHIP NEWS
A warm welcome to another new member of our Society - Peter Berck from the Midlands. Peter describes his
collection as strong in the "early stamps". We look forward to seeing him and perhaps some of his material at a
future get-together.
The Society has been informed of the death of one of our most enthusiastic members, John Millener. Our
condolences have been sent to his family.
FORTHCOMING STAMP EXHIBITIONS, SHOWS AND FAIRS
EDITOR
The ABPS has asked us to draw members attention to the following: "The ABPS are pleased to announce that all
British exhibitions are now open to non-competitive entries. These may be wholly philatelic or made up of nontraditional material. If any collector would like to display material out of competition, just complete the entry
form, tick the non-competitive box and we will be pleased to see your display. Forthcoming exhibitions:
ABPS York Fair 2016 at York Racecourse 15th-16th July – a National Exhibition which will include all classes including
Open Philately and Picture Postcards. Closing date for entries 16 th May.
ABPS Autumn Stampex 2016 at the Business Design Centre London 14 th-17th September – it will include all classes
including Open Philately and Picture Postcards. Closing date fo entries 7 th July. Specialist displays by GVI Society
and a celebration of Cinderella Philately with the International Cinderella Congress.
Furter details on www.abps.org.uk/Exhibiting/Exhibitions/index.xalter or contact exhibiting@abps.org.uk
Other important international events: PHILATAIPEI 2016 21st -26th October. FIP Patronage. Closing date for entries:
31st March 2016. Further details from Commissioner Chris King at Chris.King@postalhistory.net
Finlandia 2017 in Tampere 24th-28th May 2017. FEPA Patronage. Closing date for entries:31 st May 2016. Further
details from UK Commissioner Bill Hedley at ewlhedley@yahoo.co.uk Website: htps://finlandia2017.fi "
Whilst I can't guarantee you will find anything Swiss that is missing from your specialist collection, here's a useful
schedule of other British philatelic events taking place over the next few months: Salisbury Collectors' Show 13th14th May ; Ringpex Ringwood Hants. 4th June ; Swinpex Swindon 11th June ; Stafford Stamp Show 17th/18th June ;
South of England Show Ardingly West Sussex 8 th October ; Hampex Wickham nr. Fareham 15 th October –
information on other major recommended events in Northern England, East Anglia, the South West, Wales and
Scotland gratefully received.
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SCHEDULES OF SWISS STAMPS BY THEME: CLOCKS

Yr. 2014 Joint issue with Russia

Z577

April 2016
RICHARD DONITHORN

PP243

Z1419

At the Annual Meeting in Shrewsbury last year I made a presentation on the subject of 'What to Collect?'. I have
written some of it up for the Newsletter, but there never seems to be an opportunity to publish it. Watch this
space! In the meantime, I will introduce you to my endeavours as a thematic collector. After my talk I sent those
members present a number of draft schedules of stamps by theme, including 'Arts and Crafts', 'Sport and
Recreation' and 'Music'. Ever since the Meeting I have been trying to develop and refine these before adding them
to the information for collectors on the Website. To whet your appetite (if you have an interest in what, I am sure,
"true philatelists" would call "trivia") set out below is my schedule of 'Clocks, Watches and Sundials on Swiss
Stamps'. Amendments and additions gratefully received!
'Clocks, Watches and Sundials on Swiss Stamps'
Z364 Clock on the Clocktower (Zeitglockenturm or Zytglogge), Bern - 'Architectural Monuments' definitive series
Z422 Clock/sundial on Gatehouse of Porrentruy, 'La Porte de France' 'Architectural Monuments' definitive series
Z425 Clock on the Obertor in Liestal - 'Architectural Monuments' definitive series
Z545 Inauguration of the International Horological Museum in La Chaux de Fonds
Z577 Europa 'Arts and Crafts' theme – decorated, late C18 th pocket watch from Le Locle horological museum
Z613 Astronomical Clockface on the Zeitglockenturm, Bern - 'Architecture and Applied Art' definitive series
Z706 Sundial on the 'Old Tower' or 'Queen Bertha's Tower' St. Imier in the Jura clock/watch-making area. Once the
bell tower of the collegiate church. The face contains a C17 th fresco and a Biblical quotation: "Watch therefore: for
ye know not what hour your Lord doth come"
Z910 Rail passenger checking the time on his watch* – Red Arrow train in the background
Z994 Mantle clock - 'Souvenirs' definitive series
Z1108 Station clock of 1944 designed by Hans Hilfiker for the SBB - 'Swiss Design Classics' definitive series
Z1173-1176 tourism promotion stamps showing a mobile telephone screen (the modern timepiece perhaps!)
Z1177/78 Pocket watch and wrist watches – 'Swiss Traditional Products' series
Z1286 Watchface in abstract – 'Switzerland through the Eyes of Foreign Artists' series: Italian
Z1372 Clock on the Clocktower (Zeitglockenturm), Bern - Day of the Stamp MS stamp
Z1412 Sundial on wall of the Château de Villa in Sierre - Day of the Stamp MS margin
Z1419 Sunshine shining through the Martinsloch onto the clockface of the Church in Elm (Canton Glarus)
Z1430 Bizarre Art of Ursus Wehrli – dismantled station clock
Yr. 2013 Clock on Aaurau clock tower - Day of the Stamp MS margin
Yr. 2014 2 stamps – Clocks on towers – Zeitglockenturm, Bern and Kazansky Station tower, Moscow. Joint-issue
PJ27 Watchfaces in the design of the Neuchâtel Canton stamp; the towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds, Le Locle and
Neuchâtel, all within the canton, being world-renowned centres for clock- and watch-making
PJ100 Daniel Jeanrichard (1665 – 1741) - Father of Swiss watch-making from Le Locle
PP228 Clock seller in '700 Years of Art and Culture' series - 'Streetcriers'
PP 243 Weight-driven clock by Jacques Matthey-Jonais of Neuchâtel
PP305 Clock on the tower of the Berne Gate, Murten which in 1778 was modelled on the Zeitglockenturm in Bern
PP Yr. 2014 Sfr.1.00 Apprentice watch from Porrentruy Museum
Imprinted stamp: Clock and pocket watch on 'Tourism in Switzerland' promotional picture postcard Yr. 2002 'Swiss
Lakes' series: Neuchâtel
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Z425

Z545

Z613

Z994

Schedule of 'Clocks, Watches and Sundials on Swiss Stamps' (continued)
Surtax stamps: NABA Zürich MS – symbolic representation of clocks on the Fraumünster Church (60)and St. Peter's
Church (61) towers Zürich (the latter is the largest clock-face in Europe - 8.7m diameter)
Surtax stamp: 94 NABA Baden. Clock on the Baden Tower
* There do not appear to be any watches visible on the wrists of any other people/personalities depicted on Swiss
stamps, except perhaps Roger Federer (Z1229 - below) – a missed promotional opportunity for Switzerland,
perhaps? A final query – is any of the “machinery” depicted on the 'Swiss Technorama' in Winterthur
commemorative (Z656 - below) a rudimentary clock ?
The comprehensive schedule of 'Arts and Crafts on Swiss Stamps', albeit a "work in progress", can now be
accessed on the Society's Website or in hard copy format from the Society's Librarian. Perhaps the basis of an
ideal collecting project for your children or grand-children!
P.S. I published the details of the Swiss Thematic Collectors' Society Website recently (www.thema-briefmarken.ch
- in German or French). I assume they have an interest in philatelic items from all over the world. Please let me
know if you have found their information useful in the narrower context of Swiss thematics – particularly if you
have managed to access an English version. The most recognised book on the subject is the 'Motivhandbuch
Schweiz' (Swiss Thematic Handbook) by Dr. Ernst Schlunegger 1991 - No. 25 in the Schriftenreihe des
Schweizerischen Motivsammler-Vereins. Two other tips: there are useful basic lists of K-cancellations by theme in
the SVPS's catalogue – 'Handbuch der Werbedatumstempel'; and the 'Design Index' of Swiss stamps in the most
recent edition of Stanley Gibbon's 'Part 8 Italy and Switzerland' catalogue may help in finding stamps on a
particular theme.

PP Yr. 2014 Watch

Z910
Z1229
Z656
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their stamps.
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THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING HARROGATE 30th April/1st May 2016
There is still time to come along to this event – for the whole weekend or, if your pressed for time, just the
Saturday or Sunday. Just contact Norton Wragg for further details - Email: norton.wragg@sky.com Tel. 01625
613654 n.b. The AGM is on the Sunday.
THE SOCIETY'S 70th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION IN LUCERNE 8th-10th JUNE 2016
Neville Nelder is still open to requests to join our members and guests at this exciting event. Just contact him for
further details – Email: nevillenelder@gmail.com Tel. 01453 766751. If you can't make it, the organising team is
collecting questions on Swiss philatelic matters which we hope can be answered during the event. If you have any
send them to our Librarian, Bob Medland – Email: librarian@swiss-philately.co.uk Tel. 01761 452959.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
The Southern Group – The next all-day Saturday meetings will be on 25th June (participating 'Members' Displays')
and 15th October (Eric Lienhard's 'Philatelic World of Chocolate' a.m. and members' displays p.m.). Venue: "The
Three Crowns" at Whaddon, just off the A36 (about 3 - 4 miles south of Salisbury - postcode SP5 3HB). Arrive
10am for coffee; talks and displays 10.30a.m. to 12.30p.m. and 2.00p.m. to 4.00p.m; lunch 1.00p.m. Further
information is available on the Society's Website or from Werner Gattiker - werner@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. 01273
845501.
The Northern Group – The next meeting is on Saturday 2nd April 2016 - 'Members' Choice/New Acquisitions'. All
meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00pm. Further details from
David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.
A MEMBER'S COLLECTION FOR SALE

DAVID HOPE

Our member Dennis Cairns has informed me that he is selling his collection through Tennants Auctioneers. The
auction is on Thursday 20th April commencing at 12 noon. I list the following contacts for those interested:
Tennants Auctioneers, Auction Centre, Harmby Road, Leyburn, DL8 5SG
Websites: www.the-saleroom.com/tennants-auction
www.tennants.co.uk
SWITZERLAND IN GIBBONS
EDITOR
Our former Publicity Officer, Adrian Keppel, has written a two-part article for Gibbons Stamp Monthly on the
stamp designer and engraver Karl Bickel Senior. One of his many portraits (Emil Welti of Gotthardbahn fame)
appeared on the cover of the March edition – great publicity for the quality of Swiss stamps. Look out for the April
edition which Adrian informs me "includes some hopefully lesser known information" on this famous man.
The small pictures/vignettes on the address side of the Pro Patria cards of 1923, 1924, 1925 and 1926 were all
created by Karl Bickel. It has also long been suggested that the 'Cross and Wavy Lines' and the 'Cross and Ball'
design trial prints were trials for the 1936 'Small Landscapes' definitives (Z201 – 209) and the 1949 'Technology
and Landscape' definitives (Z297 – 308) respectively, as they were all designed and engraved by Karl Bickel.
Adrian points out the importance to Bickel of his sculptural works, in particular his 'Pax Mal' monument, a temple
of Peace which "became his life's work". It is located at Walenstadtberg (SG) high above the Walensee and
overshadowed by the towering Churfirsten range.
Bickel's son, Karl Bickel Junior, also produced several engravings for the P.T.T. I have noticed that it is sometimes
difficult to determine from catalogues which Bickel (Karl Senior or Junior) designed/engraved some stamps in the
"transition period". Adrian has found several useful books on the Bickels in the bookshop of the Bickel Museum in
Walenstadtberg (www.museumbickel.ch).
N.B We last featured Bickel in the HPS Newsletter in 2012 – an article by M. Watson (showing some early sketch
designs for the Portraits and Landscapes issues); and in December 2011 - an article by Richard T. Hall also on the
1936 Landscape definitives. A previous article of Adrian's on Karl Bickel appeared in 'Stamp and Coin Mart' in 2011
and was reprinted in our Newsletter in October of that year. Examples of his designs on postal stationery and Pro
Patria cards have also appeared.
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MESSERS HOPE/GATTIKER/MEDLAND AND SUTER
Ref. HPSN March P. 24 - You may have noticed that queries are often included in our
Newsletter articles. John Barrett tried it in March and instantly had the response I am
always looking for. He flushed out some useful additional information which should certainly
be shared amongst all our members.

Colico: John showed us a postage due stamp cancelled with the words 'UFF. SVIZZ. DI
MESSAGGERIA COLICO'. He had obviously looked at his lists of Swiss post offices or
settlements and found that 'Colico' was not there. His conclusion was that Colico was not a town. However, if he
had had the opportunity to read a recent article in the Newsletter he would have realised that Colico was a town
on the Splügen Route from Graubünden (Grisons) into Italy, on the north-eastern shore of Lake Como in Italy
(where the Valtellina (Veltlin) valley branches off towards Tirano (Bernina Pass) and Bormio (Umbrail Pass)). Bob
Medland, David Hope, Werner Gattiker and Peter Suter of Rölli were quick to point this out and to remind us all
that UFF. SVIZZ. DI MESSAGGERIA (Ufficio Svizzero di Messageria) is Italian for ‘Swiss Post Office’ or 'Swiss Office of
Distribution'. The cancellation was that of the Swiss Postal Agency in Colico – a very similar blue-green 500c
postage due from Colico was illustrated in Bob's article in September last year (p77).
Peter Suter stated that: “the postmark belonged to group 166 of the Andres & Emmenegger book. The Swiss
Postal Agencies in Italy, France and Austria were used to exchange mail, between the countries, especially
parcels.” David Hope informed us that: “the Swiss Postal Agency in Colico operated from 1861 to 1886. The
postmark shown was in use from 1874 to July 1886”.
They explained that as no high value stamps normally used on parcels and registered mail existed, the post offices
were allowed to use postage due stamps for high postage charges. At that time, there was no Swiss stamp of
denomination higher than 1f00 (or 3f00 – the views differ) so the 5f00 postage due had been authorised for prepayment under limited circumstances. Werner's view was that it in this case it was probably for a larger
consignment, possibly consisting of a number of individual parcels. His “best guess” was that it related to a
consignment of Veltlin wine (which was then particularly valued and drunk widely in Switzerland) sent to a Swiss
address. Up to the end of the 18 th Century the Valtellina valley belonged to Grisons Canton and so was, in fact,
part of Switzerland.
A potted history of the politics at that time (contributed by Bob) provides essential background as to how the
Swiss Postal Agencies in Italy came about: “In the mid-19th century Italy still comprised a combination of
independent states, the Papal States and a kingdom dominated by France under Napoleon III. There was much
unrest, including the French-assisted war against Austria of 1859, until unification of the nation was achieved in
1861. Whilst all this was happening, Switzerland was going about its own unification and, after the
‘Sonderbundskreig’ (civil war) of 1847, the federal state was established. Central government took over
responsibility for postal services from the cantons in 1848. Switzerland had considerable interest in maintaining
efficient trade routes through to Italy so, whilst they were otherwise engaged the Italian authorities requested the
Swiss to operate international diligence and postal services across the Alps and even deep into Lombardy. The
number of Swiss-operated postal agencies in Italy reached a maximum of 38, extending from Iselle in the west to
Bormio Bagni in the east and as far down as Camerlata at the southern end of Lake Como. There was even an
agency in Milan. These agencies were progressively withdrawn as the railways were developed along the Simplon
and Gotthard routes, southwards into Italy, replacing the diligence routes. However, some agencies including
Domodossolo continued to operate until the 1960s. There was also a smaller number of postal agencies in France
during the same period.”
Bob concluded: “Stamps with cancellations from postal agencies have become very collectible, covers or complete
parcels cards even more so. Unsurprisingly this fascinating subject has been chronicled a number of times in the
HPS Newsletter including the following articles:
Mrs E J Rawnsley. 1961 pp31/32, 43, 45/46, 53 (also in 'Stamp Collecting' magazine 20/7/1962 pp609-611).
Adriano Gervasi. 1988 pp57/58, 67/68, 83/84.
H E Quinton. 1996 p68
Michael Rutherfoord. 1997, p11
John Cordingley. 2000 pp59, 66/67”
Clara Barton: Regarding John's other query, David Hope writes: “Clara Barton did not meet Henri Dunant as far as
I know. While she was convalescing near Bern she received a deputation from the International Red Cross
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Committee led by Dr. Appia (secretary). He had read of her work in the American Civil War and wanted to know
why the US Government had not ratified the Geneva Convention. After the Franco-Prussian War broke out she
went to Geneva where Appia again met her on his way to the front. She then went to Basle where she saw the
warehouses with supplies donated by Red Cross societies. From there she ended up in Baden (ref. Chapter 4 in
'Dunant's Dream' by Caroline Moorhead (Harper Collins) which deals with Clara Barton and the Red Cross)."
Have we exhausted these subjects? Knowing the scale of accumulated knowledge stored away in our members'
memory banks, I would very much doubt it. Let's hear from you if you have anything more to add. Thankyou (Ed.).
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP

DAVID HOPE

Chairman, David Whitworth, gave his presentation at the March meeting of the Northern Group. He concentrated
on the Sitting Helvetia issue 1862 to 1881. He began with the stamps issued, including some proofs. He showed
the various shades as well as examples of the double prints on the 5c. brown. There was some discussion on how
the doubling occurred.
David then showed the usage of the stamps on cover. One interesting item was a cover from Mulhouse (France) to
Villefranche (France) which had been posted from Basel in 1871, this being the time of the Franco-Prussian War.
Another interesting cover was one from Interlaken to Lauterbrunnen sent at the local rate of 5c. and charged 15c
postage due. That worked out at double the correct 10c. postage minus the 5c. already paid. David followed it up
with an example of the 3c. black on a 'Gazzetta Ticinese' to Italy and another on printed matter to Genoa.
Examples of covers with Ticino ovals, ship posts and TPOs were also shown along with straightline cancellations
and mixed franking of Strubels and Sitting Helvetia and some three colour frankings. All in all a very interesting
and informative display enjoyed by all present.
DID YOU KNOW - Liechtenstein holds the world record for "the fastest time to print a postage stamp" – in 2012.
ref. the Guinness World Records website. Several other philately-related records are listed there including: "the
most stamps licked in one minute" which currently stands at 70!
INTERESTED IN CANTON GRAUBÜNDEN? – READ ON

RICHARD T. HALL

For those of you interested in Canton Graubünden and its postal history, I would like to direct you to a wonderful
web site that Karl Gebert has created, http://www.poststempel-graubuenden.ch. He gives the postal history of
each of the 440 current and former postal facilities in the canton and, for many of the locations, photographs of
the locality and the post offices themselves. He is constantly updating the site with new material. Many of the
photographs are outstanding and really illustrate the sparse population of the countryside. You can access it
directly or through the Research Resources section of the AHPS website, www.swiss-stamps.org.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
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